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THE SPANISH FOREIGN POLICY DECISION-MAKING PROCESS.

By Katlyn Saba.

The participation of two new member states in the complex EPC machinery
raises a number of questions that regard not only the substance, that is the

future adoption of common stands at Twelve» but also the procedure : the

adjustment of the newcomers to EPC' s peculiar functioning. Concentrating on the

procedural aspect» the analysis of the foreign policy decision-making

procedures of the acceding countries can provide us with useful information on

their future performance within the EPC framework. In both cases - Spain and

Portugal- we are facing a relatively recent discipline ; the transition from an

authoritarian regime to a Parliamentary democracy requires a profound

modification of the state' s institutional and bureaucratic framework. The

adjustment of the obsolete structures of the ancien rfegime and of its working
habits to the new democratic situation is nevertheless a process that requires
some time.

In Spain» this aspect appears to be most evident in the field of foreign

policy where the inheritance of the dictatorship is deeply rooted in the

bureaucratic structure and functioning of the Foreign Affairs Ministry. "The

implications of Franco' s tutelage over the shape and course of Spain' s foreign

policy for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is worth stating. Once more the

general governing system, for all that it enforced political stability on the

nation as a whole, did not encourage the development of a regular ministerial

responsability in the foreign policy-making process. The Spanish Ministry of

Foreign Affairs remained too much subject to the Caudillo1 s direct influence to

evolve as an independent and authoritative agent in the policy-making process

"( 1 ) . Though, during that period, the bureaucratic structure of the Foreign

Ministry was subject to several rearrangements and amplifications of the

ministerial machinery in order to respond to the growing complexity of

international relations, the decision-making process remained within Franco' s

exclusive domain.

The end of the dictatorial regime and the establishment of a democratic

political system in 1977 marked the beginning of a new era. During the second

phase of the transitional period, from the first democratic elections in June

1977 until the approval of the Constitution in 1978, Spain was, however,

undergoing a delicate period in an attempt to consolidate the emergent
democratic system. The major political forces, aware of the dangers of a

possible involution, were engaged in the effort of constructing a parliamentary

monarchy and in obtaining Spain' s international legitimation. In foreign

policy, this effort was crystalized in a nation-wide consensus on the main

foreign policy axes. At the same time, there was an attempt by the then Foreign
Affairs Minister, Marcelino Oreja, to endow the Foreign Ministry with authentic

influence in the policy-making process and thus assume a leading role in

Spain' s external relations (2) . Internal struggles together with the final

drafting of the constitutional text, which confers the conduct of domestic and

foreign policies on the government as a whole {art. 97) , frustrated this

tendency.
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The clear parliamentary na tur « of the Spaili eh system» as set down in the

Constitution seens» hci,'ever, to have evolved towards a somewhat presidenti aList

pattern» as we will Gee in the present chapter. Conventional practice,

perscneli ty of the leadership and working habits have gradually shaped the

overall foreign pol icy decisicr.-r.afcing process in Spain.

H; e present chapter will focus on several aspects : the institutional

framework (revis; of the constitutional provisions) > the role played by the

different actors engaged in -Spain' s external action and patterns of policy
formulation. A final section will deal with the Foreign Ministry» cue to its

contra! importance in handling EPC and EBC affairs. "Ih e new bureaucratic

structures and coordination procedures set up to conduct Community affairs are

of special interest as they can contribute to a better understanding of Spain' s

future performance both within European Political Cooperation and at Community

1 ev el.

Finally, it is necessary to mention that sc far the decision-making process

has received scant attention in Spain. This attempt in dealing with the

procedures of foreign pol icy-making is thus based on the inforna ti on ga thered

from interviews with participants in the process : Ministry officials, members

of parliament and representatives of political parties and other institutions

whom we thank for their useful collaboration.

II. THE INSTITUTIONS FHAMEWOPPI :

The foundations of the Spanish parlianenfcary monarchy are to be found in

the 1970 Constitution that provides the general institutional framework of the

new democratic system. The sources of the foreign pol icy decision-making

procedures are therefore primarily institutional. Article 97 (Chapter IV) of

the Constitution establishes that it is the government that conducts the

foreign policy. International relations are entrusted to the exclusive

competence of the central organs of the state (Article 1 -IS paragraph 1.3) .

Furthermore the sharing of responsabili ties regarding the external action of

the state is articulated on a triangular basis :

- The King : as the organ of maximum representation.
- The government : as the organ in charge of direction and management.
- The Cortes : as the organ of control (3) .

The so called Zstado de las Autonomies

From the previous provisions we can easily infer fcha t the conduct of

foreign affairs are centralized con pe te nee s, that exclude the direct

participation of the regional auchorities both from policy-making and from

pel icy-executi on. The co ne ti tut i ~nai drafter : ; when shaping the future

territorial organisation of ine Spanish state, had a series of choices ranging

from : the establishment cf a uniterien and centralised state te a conventi oral

federal state. Hie Spanisi: reaiity, however ; had its own peculi ari ti a s and a

specific model was rocuiroc. Ths formula adopted was the so-called Sctadc do
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las Auto noesi as (State of Autonomies) . Although v; c do not find a clear cut

definition of this new pattern, the subsequent developments in implementing the

State of Autonomies is, according to Jose I-'ario Arsero, in certain fields

growing closer to a confederation than to a federal system {'(). This model

foresees that certain competences are exclusively regional» while ethers are to

be shared between the central government and the regional ones. However,

competences in the field of foreign and defence policies and uaoroeecnomic

matters arc expressly meant to be centralized. (Article 149 lists the fields of

exclusive state competences). In many aspects the constitutions! drafters

followed the Italian pattern established in the 1947 Constitution, whereby the

state is ' one and undividable* though recognising the esista nee of local

autonomies ( Article 5 of the Italian Constitution). The autonomous regions

have only domestic competences (Art. 117 of the Italian Constitution) whereas

the external competences are exclusively conferred to national organs. In the

Spanish case, it is also clear that the regional authorities play no role in

foreign policy matters. Although they have no direct participation ir. the

decision-making process, they are nevertheless informed and let the central

goverrsnent know their views on specific issues that could affect their cwn

regional interests. Moreover, the Statutes of Autonomy granted to the several

autonomous regions include provisions concerning external relations, in

particular for those matters that, being of their exclusive compete nee may have

an external dimension and thus fall within the central government' s sphere of

action. Tlie Catalan Statute, for instance, establishes (Article 27 paragraph 5)

that the "Generalidad ( the Catalan regional government) will be informed of

the elaboration of treaties and agreements as well as on the drafting of

customs union legislation, as long as they affect matters of its specific

interest". Identical provisions can be found in the other Statutes of Autonomy,

i. e. ,
the Statute of the Basque country, Andalusia» Asturias, Murcia and the

Statute of the Community of Madrid. In the case of the Canary Islands, the

statute provision adds that 'once this information has been received, the

governmental organ of the autonomous community will issue its opinion, if

necessary' . Tnere is therefore no transfer of competences, but simply the

institutional isation of the regional participation in the domestic process of

elaboration of treaties and other international agreements (5). This

consultation process, for instance, was effectively put into practice during

the accession negotiations with the ESC. In this respect, the Spanish model

closely follows the German one, in which, al though the Constitution of the

Federal Republic of Germany entrusts the conduct of external relations to the

federal government, it also foresees this process of consultation with the

Laender, previous to concluding international treaties that could affect

regional interests.

Uithin the regional framsw erk, it is worth noting that the state' s

sovereign competence in foreign affairs may however clash with the external,

dimension of regional competences. This is to a large extent due to the lack of

a specific set of regulations concerning the external dimension of the

autonomous communities and of their respective authorities, v?liich has lately

given rise to conflicting situations. Such has been the case, for example, with

the more than fifty trips abroad of ragionai authorities in the past tuo years

. This 'autonomous' external activity of the regional presidente has onuses

serious problems of coordination to the Spanish diplomacy. Trie Foreign Affairs

ministry has called attention to th need of coordinatir.g and exchanging

information on the trips of rear -eantativ as of the state outside Spain.

Otherwise-» these activities may jeopardise the credibility of th" etate- s
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external action and br eaic the principle cf 'unity of action' in foreign poi iey

(6). The ragionai authorities, that so far have shewn a tendency tc ignore the

instructions given by the Foreign I'd Hi 3 try and those issued by the executive

organ of the So ci elist Party» Far ciào Soci alista Obrsro Espanol ( PS 02) ,
- 12 cf

tha 17 regional presidents are party members - has induced the government te

rule this regional external activity by moans cf a decree. The central

governicene regards as highly positive that the autonomous corsraunities have a

presence abroad but this activity nust necessarily be coordinated through the

Foreign ministry.

Tiie Role of Political Parties in the Formulation of Foreign Policy :

These conflicting competences, however, do not interfere in the conduct of

Spain' s major foreign policy issues. The exclusive governmental responsability

in decision-making and policy execution in this field is clear enough. Although

pol itical parties try to influence the decisi on-making process by parliamentary

means, they do not formally ci air. a share ir. the de ci si on-siaki ng structure. The

legal framework: clearly delimits the governr-enf s competences while it leaves a

certain margin of flexibility to be fulfilled by habits and conventional

practice. In any democratic system these habits and conventional practices

acquire a relevant role in relation with international affairs. Tne nature of

these issues impoaes a peculiar relationship between the executive and the

legislative that is gradually shaped by customs and previous behaviour (7) .
In

Spain, the need to attain a stable political system on the one hand and the

urge to obtain international recognition on the other, has induced the

democratic governments tc search for a consensus on foreign and defence pol icy

natters. Tne definition of Spain' s i nter natio nal role has required the

unanimous support of Spanish pol itical forces in order to acquire credibility

and give continuity to Spain' s external action. This ' consensus policy' was

first put into practice by the center government cf Adolfo Suares, which

obtained a broad consensus on Spain' s main foreign pclicy axes ( ie. accession

to the EEC, non-integration into NATO for the time being but contribution to

Western defence by means of the existing bilateral agreements with the US and,

therefore, maintenance of the Ara eri can military bases in Spanish territory ; the

idea that Spain should not alter the international strategic equili briura ;

Spain' s Mediterranean and Latin toeri can dimension ; etc. ) . Tne possible

participation of the politics! forces through parliament is, in any case, an

exclusive governmental initiative. Fur thersore. today there is general

agreement on the grounds that foreign policy is increasingly becoming e state

issue that thus requires the participation of the national political forces for

major decisions. This practice is largely extended in the different democratic

nations where the traditional rel e ef control by the legislative power is

gradually becoming active participation. In the British model, for instance,

the par tici pa tion of the political forces io not channelled through the

parliamentary committees ( they have less relevance as far as internaticnal

affairs are concerned) but by the so-cal 1 sc ' behind the bench1 consultation

between the leaders of the parties in government and in opposition, or by the

relationship - of both opposition and collaboration - between the secretary of

the Foreign Office and his "shadow'1 colleague.

Patterns of behaviour in this context ire strongly influenced by the

composition cf the government ( i. e. majority governments» coali tion gcver :r :er.ts

or governments that enjoy a relative majority) . Coalition gcv errs; ente are

constrained to search for an agreement among the members of the coalition,
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Therefore, al though ha has no participation in the de-ci?icr.«i:c! :ing process, l: o

periodically exchanges views wifch the Pre aidant cf the government and with iho

For si sr. minister.

Fur th err.or e, from a domestic point of via-; and al though the Ki r.£

constitutionally does net play an active political role, his support is cruci?!

for the goVermont (apparently one cf the causes of President Suares' s

resignation in 1931 wa s that he r.c longer enjoyed the Xir.sf 3 confidence) . The

present Social ist gcv er tr.i snt and in particular Pr esident Consoles have

successfully achieved an excellent relationship vith King Juan Carice, ^ainins
his support and confidence.

The Cabinet and, at the too, the President

The government and» at its head, the President are entrusted with the basic

responsabilities in the management cf the governmental policies (Articles 97

and 98.2 of the Constitution). In the system established by the 1978

Constitution, the head of the executive does not have the status of a Prime

Minister but that of a President. The peculiarity of the Spanish system derives

fresi the fact that it is a parliamentary monarchy in which the Kins a

limited political role. The President of the government therefore becomes one

of the highest political institutions of the state, concentrating greater

powers than other presidents. Consequently, the constitutional responsabili ties

for the government' s policies rest primarily with the President who assumes

greater weight in the political management of the nation. Therefore, in case of

disagreements between the President and his ministers the opinion of the former

prevails and hence the choice is either to resign or to accept the policy lines

fixed by the President.

Vìi thin this framework, foreign policy is formally carried out by the

ilinister of Foreign Affairs under the orders of the President of the

government. The sharing cf tasks as far as policy-making is concerned is»

however, strongly influenced by personalities and political affinities. Though
decisions are normally adopted by the Cabinet, there are changing patterns as

far as policy-making is concerned. The relationship between the President and

the Foreign Minister is a major factor underlying this process and will, to a

certain extent, characterise the ceciscn-making system at this level. This

aspect will be further elaborated in the next section dealing specifically with

the decisicn-making procedures. But coming back to the sharing of tasks in

foreign affairs, there is another feature to be underlined : the active role

performed by the different presidents in Spain' s external relations ( i. e.

Adolfo Suares during his terms cf office and at present; , Felipe Gonzalez) .

Their personal interest in this field has encouraged a concentration cf

decision-making power. whereby proposals and orientations of the basic

guidelines of the government' s foreign policy originate with the President.

The Parliament and its committees

The third pillar cf the state' s external motion is roprosenr. ed by che

Parliament, which exerts a function of conerei over the executive (Article 55.2

of the Constitution) .
The constitutional toxt foresees the so .-.tributi or. of the

Chambers in foreign policy ma : tars, articulated by means of its mandatory

participation or authorisation in s f-. r :aen of opeeifie international act ; ,

such as the ceolaraticn of war and toaee settlements (Artitle ó.v .3) end for the
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rendering more con pi e ;: the decisi cn-inaici r.
~

process,
•

; « '. .a s maj ori ty

Coverments on the contrary enjoy, in theory, complete freedom of action. Sir.ce

1377 » Spain has only experienced £Ov er ir.i e nt s of relative and absolute

majorities but still, the decision-making pattern has teen somewhat different

in each of the:,: . President Susrss' 5
' progressive' foreign policy, for instance,

was strongly contested by certain sectors of his party, Union de Contro

Democratico (UCD) and was therefore com pal led to search for an agreement ancng

the different factions. The present Socialist government on the contrary enjoys

net only an absolute majority in parliament, but its foreign and defence policy

guidelines, despite the strong opposition shewn by the left-wing sectors of the

party in relation to the HATQ issue, have obtained the support of the Socialist

Party ( P30E) . The government in office today, therefore, enjoys total autonomy

in the de ci si on-making process. Moreover, this is the first tine that Spain has

an absolute majority government, constituting a unique case in Spanish

parliamentary history. The Social ist government has nonetheless respected the

consensus habit in foreign and defence policies, a tradition that was broken

previously when, in 1982, Calvo Sotelc' s government decided on Spain' s entry

into iTATO without the support of the major political forces of the opposition.

The consequences of that unilateral decision have proved to what extent

relative consensus is necessary in order to give continuity and reliability to

Spain' s external action.

MAIrl ACTORS OF THE STATE' S EXTERNAL RELATIONS.

As mentioned in the previous section, the Constitution establishes a

clear-cut division of competences be tv: een the three cain actors of Spain' s

external relations : The King, the central government and the Parliament.

The King

Article 56.1 of the 1978 Constitution provides a definition of the King's
role in this field : "Ihe King holds the highest representation of the state in

international relations". The formula of usi ng the concept of ' highest' neanfe

that this representation, though assigned to the Chief of State, mey

occasionally? be held by other organs (0) . Fro:: the consticutional provisions ve

therefore infer that the King doss net participate in the formulation of

foreign pol icy, cut si~ply performs as a useful instrument contributing to

Spain' s external image. He, in fact, lacks individual initiative as his trips

and speeches abroad are part of the general foreign policy strategy elaborated

by the gover iiio'nt. Houcver, the King' s perf err. :an ce in domestic affairs, and in

particular, his decisive contribution curing the ini tie! stages of the

democratic transition in obtaining intimation?! support for the ne; cene era tic

regime; , have considerably incressad his     eight ab a faccio political level. Th

King' s personal and institutional prestige, both internally and externally ; are

an essential factor in his role in internatio ;-.?! affairs. It is interesting to

underline that the King is especially ussfai in the relations i ; ith other

monarchies (i. e. '. 'or coco - of •

?J a- importance fcr Spain, Jertan etc. ) that

formally prefer to osai aith the King rather than wit' : the head of govermont.
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conclusion and abrogation of certain types of international treaties (Arti eie e

S3 » 94 and 96.2), in other words, whenever an international treaty or agreement

inipl ies the coniai tn ent of the nation.

Hi is narra-.' ocops of pari iamentary action is further 1 irà tec by the

internal regulations of the Chan;ber of Deputies (Article 155) and the sanate (

Article 144} respectively. Accorcine to these internal rules, the texts of

treaties and /or agrsenenfcs cannot c-~ modified. Hie Chambers nay only request
their r.on- ra tif ica ti on» postponement er reserve. Article 144 of the senate' s

internal regulation also forsees the possibility of requesting from the

Constitutional Court a declaration on the constitutionality of the treaty or

agreement submitted (9) . The Parliament» ha* ever, can also use other

"political" means of control to cheek the foreign policy carried out by the

executive. These political instruments are. for instance : notions formulating

proposals of resolution, interpellations regarding the performance of the

executive, debates on governmental projects, investigation c orini t tees,

informative sessions attended by the Foreign Affairs iiinister or other

authorities and / or public functionaries involved in the topic- under discussion

(Article 44 of the internal regulation of the Chamber of Deputies) . Through

these neans of control, the Parliament can politically urge the government to

follow one or another direction in the nanagenent of foreign pol icy and is

supplied with valuable information on the performance of the executive (10).

This activity is mainly carried out by the Foreign Affairs Corani t tess of both

chambers. These committees are integrated by representatives of the different

parliamentary groups, allowing for the direct participa tion of the pol itical

parties at this level. Furthermore, the Parliament can also give an important

contribution in the shaping of foreign policy, as mentioned previously, when

the nature of the issues requires a broad consensus among the parliamentary

political forces and the government brings the matter up for discussion in

Parliament (i. e. NATO and EEC issues) . For obvious reasons, with an absolute

majority government, the role of the Parliament is less relevant as far as the

shaping of the foreign policy is concerned. However, the consideration that

Spain' s international role must be beyond political alternatives is gradually

encouraging the convergence of the executive and the legislative powers in the

definition of the major foreign policy axes.

Other institutional forces and r.on-governmental institutions

From the previous analysis we may conclude that foreign affairs are

formally the exclusive domain of the central government» though gradually

evolving towards a larger participation of the Parliament. Other institutional

forces and interest groups are therefore in principle excluded from this fiel d,

such is the ease of the armed forces, that institutionally play no role in

foreign matters. In practice, however, when dealing with issues that directly

involve the armed forces, it is in the government' s interest to establish

consul tation procedures so as to heep friction at the lowest level possible

(e. g. in relation to the "ATO issue).

On the other hand, the absence of insti tubiera! in oc looby activity

certainly limits, in practice, the sphere of action of non-government ai

institutions such as trade-union ; and entrepreneur organisations. Their

influence» if any, is in any ease channelled through un offici •_! consultation

mach ani smj. or informal contacts with governmental leaders. This happene ;

"

: , for

3xar. ple? during the accession negotiations with the TIC. The wide sccpe r.f

matters und-X' discussion advised oc nsul ta ti ens wish saci al sectors thac would
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be greatly affected by their cut con-3. The exchange of views was nonezhel ess

carried out by the mi nisterial depar tacr.ts responsibl e for the different arc-as

rather than by the Foreign Affairs ilinistry. For example, the Confederaci on

Espanda de Or ga niza ci one s E::prosari ales {CE02 ) the largest entrepreneur

organisation, developed an intense bargaining activity with the ministries that

v; ere drafting the package-deal s to submit to the E3C. Trade unions, the

Soci alist Union general Be Trabajadores ( ugT )
.
and the Cosicunicfc Cosi si ones

Obreras (CCOO) welcomed favourably the fluid consultation and exchange of

infcraaticn that took place with the administration on the occasion of the EC

negotiations. Otherwise (note that the enlargement issue has been an

exceptional case), interest groups have to address their claims concerning

foreign matters to parliamentary representatives.

DEFINITION AND EXECUTIOM OF THE EXTERNAL PELATIOÌIS

A presidentialist system?

The central gover reaent' s exclusive con pet ance in foreign affairs is beyond

doubt, but ha; are the tasks shared at government level? Uhat are the rules, if

any, of the decision-making procedure? What kind of coordination/cooperation

mechanises exists between the different ministries? Competences in

poi icy-raaking sees somehow blurred. The rules of the decisi on-caking process do

not appear to be very distinct ir. the ini tial phase, as there is no clear-cut

division of competences between the President and the Foreign Minister. In the

Spanish case, responsa'oilities for governmental action fall upon the President,

whereas each minister takes the responsibility for the execution of his

respective policy. Mot so in the german system where the Chancellor only has

the 1 Richtlinienkompetens' , i. e. the right to give global directives, while

each minister assumes the responsability for his policy ( 11) .

The leading role played by the actual President of government in foreign

affairs is characterised first of all by the constitutional framework, but

also, and not less important, by the leadership feature of Gonzalez' s policy --

both in relation to the nation and within the Socialist Party - and to his

personal interest in this field, similar attitudes can also be attributed to

the former president, Adolfo Suares. In both oases, their strong personalities

and determined initiatives in foreign affair ; have had paramount influence in

the decision-making mechanism. The Prssicenv s direct control over foreign

affairs is mainly carried out through his personal staff, composed of a limited

number of experienced diplomats (four or five) who enjoy Consoles1 s absolute

confidence. Coordination between :he presidency and the Foreign Ilinistry is

therefore handled through permanent contacts with the President' s staff. Its

influence on the deci si on-maki na process is of groat importance due to its

direct contact with the President, consti tutine one of the basic elements of

this process.

Foreign policy initiatives are jointly diseased by the President and the

Foreign ; 'ini s ter, who then present th .:ir proposals to tne Council, organ that

formally adopts the ce ci si one. A xty asp ; tt in this procace is hens : oh

relationship between the President and the Foreign minister, their political
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affinities and the political weight cf the latter within the Cabinet ( and also

in the party) .
In guneral terms, the il nistor of Foreign Affairs is in charge

of the projection and execution of the foreign policy under the orders of ths

government. His competences in foreign policy nanagenent were further defined

in a Royal Dearee (He. 629/23) cf 15 February 1933 whereby "It corresponds to

the Foreign liinister, in agreement with the directives cf the government and

with the principle cf unity of external action, the task of promoting,

projecting, directing and executing the state' s Foreign Policy". In other

words» his role can be defined as that of policy information and policy

execution, being in charge cf carrying out the for&irn policy that has been

collectively decided by the Cabinet. Within this context, his status is

therefore of maximum responsabili ty, enjoying a certain margin cf manoeuvre in

the handling of the external action.

Coordination Procedures

The decision-making procedure may thus be divided into several phases. The

initial stage is characterised by the formula tion of the general foreign policy

strategy that is jointly discussed by the President and the Foreign Minister.

This task is carried out through both formal and informal contacts (a meeting

is held at least once a week between the President and the i-'inister and other

contacts are extremely frocyucnt) where foreign policy developments arc-

thoroughly discussed and the policy line to be followed is decided.

In a next stage these proposals are brought up within the Council of

Ministers, that formally adopts the resolutions concerning governmental policy.

Conflicting issues often give rise to divergent opinions, but tensions within

the Cabinet are kept at a low level due to the President' s solid leadership and

to the homogeneous nature of the present government. Consensus on governmental

policies is normally attained in this framework, yet in case cf persistent

disagreement, it is the President who decides.

The Cabinet, functions not only as a consensus-builder for conflicting

issues, but is also an essential pillar of the inter-governmental coordination

nechanisai. The complex na ture of foreign affairs, with interests spilling over

into other governmental areas { i. e. economic, defence and security policy

etc. ) , requires the participation of other ministerial departments that do not

always share the same views as the Foreign ianistry.

The Cabinet' s role in providing overall coordination and cooperation between

the different ministeri ;! departments, giving unity and coherence to Spain's

international action, is hence of great importance. The lack cf an efficient

structure to coordinate Spain' s external action ( i. e. Spain' s international

cooperation was handled by several ministries with a somewhat chaotic outcome

due to lack of ooorci ;;aticn) was one of the major problems to be tackled by the

administration and the one that most urgently called for profound reform. This

has been achieved recently with the res trueeuring of the Foreign ministry

(undertaken in July 19 5) , which has now taken the lead in the coordination cf

Spain' s international cooperation.

The formal moonanism of intergovernmental coordination is, therefore,

provided above all by the weekly meeting of ohe Council cf L'iris toro. This

meeting has a : do ci si oral ' charact er, -el though other meetings mar- bo hold only

for deli Deration. The ;e~ : : t level cf coordination is handled by the Commi ssion
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of Under-secretaries. This Cciaiiscior. that hol ds r.cetings enee a wee ; ; in in

charge cf preparing the agenda of the Council and deciding on matters' that do

not need the intervention of the Cabinet. At another level, we find the

delegate coixù scions of tha govern: ::enti whose role is that of coordinating the

actions of the different nini stries in specific areas. These coanissions» that

are composed cf the ministers involved in the topics under- discussion, have as

a sain task that cf trying to bring together divergent views and jointly

prepare the dossiers which will later be discussed by the Council. Finally,

there are the so-cai led "inter-ministerialn commissions that are similar tc the

former ones but have a permanent character. They normally deal with overlapping

issues that affect several ministries and try to achieve a certain

coordination. Occasionally, the coordination between the different Ministries

is handled by the President hissel f (e. g. the fisheries issue with ! tor oc co, the

gas issue with Algeria and te a certain erctent the EC negotiations) .

Network of informal contacts and consultation mechanisr.is

Regardless of the government' s majority in Parliament, in practice foreign

and defence policy natters, in other words, Spain' s role in international

affairs, is generally submitted tc the parliamentar;
- political forces tc attain

the largest support possible in favour of the government' s initiatives in these

fields. Such was the case with the so-called 'Decalogue' presented by President

Gonzalez tc the Parliament in October 1984, that intended tc obtain a broad

consensus on Spain' s future defence policy within the nore general context of

Spain' s external role. The search for consensus introduces a new element cf

informal mechanisms into the decisien-making structure. Within this context the

network of infornai and /or confidential contacts and consultations are a useful

instrument. Confidential contacts are only held between the President and the

leader of the opposition party, who is generally informed of the government' s

initiatives. Otherwise, the government, and in particular the Foreign li ni s ter,

provides detailed information to the Parliament about what has already been

decided and executed. Only under special circumstances does the government

announce beforehand what is going to be cone in relation to a specific issue (

i. e. the political forces were informed in advance of the government' s decision

to re-establish diplomatic relations with guatemala) .

the : :r : ::3T: :y of fo?e:g : : affairs :

Joining European Political Ccoeeraoion constitutes a serious challenge for

Spanish diplomacy. Ti'; e so-called ' coordina ti on reflc- : :
' roc vires an adequate

structure capable of handling the information and consultation mechanisms

inherent to the EPC machinery. Ixrtover, ah ; rigid bureaucratic structure

inherited from the Franc-cist regime could no longer handle Spain' s new

international commitmsnts. An organic reform cf the Foreign Affairs linistry

was, therefore, one of she moat undent tasks the Spanish administration had to

face in order tc adapt to existing intesila ti end r equir ems et s.

On the other hand? it is int :--retting tc no : -; that ohi Foreign ministry has

tradi ticnally been one of eh •• mi nistries with lower budgetary assigxmc ::t s.
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Although this tendency has not been reversed, the i 11crossine anountc grar.tc-d to

the Foreign li ni s try in the past years seen to reflect its growing importance

(12) .
These limited resources have forced Spanish diplomacy to keep the numbers

of diplomatic staff unaltered, uhi eh throughout the past ten years have ranged

frcr. 650 to 700 rjer.be rs. Of these 700 diplomats, around 150 are at the Foreign

Ministry in Hadrid while the others arc scattered in the 150 embassies Spain

has around the world (in alnost every country with the exception of Taiwan and

north ricrea) (13). The lack of diplomatic staff has nonetheless been

supplemented by public officials (e. g. the ccane-r ci al attaches are normally

high ranking civil servants) that represent approximately 50 per cent of the

total staff in the different embassies. Due to its United budget, Spain' s

enlarged network of external relations certainly required, at least a

modernised structure.

The r.iain goals of the internal restructuring were, therefore, to adapt the

bureaucratic structure to Spain' s growing international role, improve the

extremely curiber sosia and deficient coordination mechanisms - not enly within

the ini ni stiy but especially with other ministries dealing with Spain' s external

dimension - and set up an adequate structure tc deal with and coordinate

Certuni by affairs.

On 28 August 1935 the nain guidelines of the Foreign "linistry' s new

functional structure were set ccwn in the Royal Decree Ho. 1485/1985. This

reform introduced three najor innovations : a) an enlarged state secretary for

the European Comuni ties ( secretarla de Estaco para las C err.uni cades Europeas) ;

b) the creation of a state secretary for Inter national Cooperation and Latin

Anerica (sercretaria de Estaco para la Cccperacion Internacional y para

Iber camerica ) and c) the nomi nation of a general Pol itical secretary. The new

administrative structure replaces the previous one that was based on a

three-fold criteria : .

The politico-geographic general directorates, divided into four

geographic areas : Europe, North America and the Pacific, Africa and Continents!

Asia and Latin America.

- The functional directorates that covered three fields : cultural affairs,

economic affairs and international technical cooperati en.

- The general directorates dealing specifically with external action :

consular natters, international organizations and conferences and a directorate

in charge of security and defence natters. Finally, dependent on the Foreign

ilinistry was the State Secretary fcr the Relations with the European Certunitv

(Secretarla de Estadc para las nelacior.es con La Comuni dad Europea) , the organ

in eliarga of coordinating and carrying G'^ -he accession negotiations.

Network of coordination mechanisms for Communi ty policies

The existing Stats Secretary for the Relations with the European

Communi ties, now called state secretary fcr the European Cc:-jj ;: ur.i ti ss» will

continue tc lead Community affairs. Hie greater responsibilities assigned to

this organ, which is in charge . of coordinating the activities of the Spanish
administration on Community matters - anc has therefore changed -a : a

nego ti a ti" a organ into into one c? management - consequently required en

enlarged bureaucratic structure. The secretary of state will henceforth be

assisted by a general seoratery ana two genere.! directorates : "enere1

Directorate for Technic?! Coot aratici*, (in choree of the Communi ty' a sect tri al

policies) _r.d a general iirector at e for J uri di cai and Ins ci tue i c nel
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Coordination. Furthermore» ce? pa rata section? de pendent on each gs r.srsl

directorate will deal with specific pel icy areas: ( i. e. agri cui tura and

fisheries, economic, financial and noci si natters, institutional aspects,

etc. ).

The all oca ti en of the new state secretary for the European Coanuni ti es

vii thin, the Foreign rMinistry, confirms the leading responsibility conferred to

this ministry in the management cf Communi ty affairs. In the past, the

existence of a specific ministry to deal with Community matters proved te be

highly confiictual and was therefore discarded. In some ways, the choice

adopted by the Spanish administration seems to follow the same criteria as

those adopted by other member states ( i. e. Belgi un, Denmark, Greece,

Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands) that have nade their respective

foreign ministries the central coordinators of EC policy.

The second priority cf the Spanish administration was that of setting up -

at domestic level - an efficient coordination need ani sr.: to cope with Community

affairs. Together with the state secrstai'y for the European ComrsunifcieSf the

organ formally in charge cf handling Community matters, a Royal Decree cf 2

September 1985 (ro 1567/1935) created ar. Inter-ministerial Commi ttee for

Economic Affairs related to the EC (Conita Intcrministerial para Asuntos

Economicos relacicnados con la CSS). This committee aims at creating a fluid

coordination and deci si on-making procedure within the whole range cf the

Community working groups. It will replace the so-called ' task force' (technical

team in charge of the accession negotiations) and its role will be that of

coordinating the activities of the administration in the field of economic

matters related to the SEC, centralizing information on decisions affecting

Community matters adopted by the different ministerial departments and, in

general, handling daily Community issues. For this purpose, the committee is

entrusted with decision-making capacity, though limited to those matters that

do not require the intervention of the government' s Delegate Commission for

Economic Affairs (Cenision Delegada eel gobierno para Asuntos Economicos) .
To

enable efficient coordination between the different organs dealing with

Community affairs, this committee is chaired by the state secretary for the EC

and is composed of representatives of the different ministries : finance,

commerce, industry, employment, agriculture (that exceptionally has too

members : one for agriculture and another for fisheries) and a repr esentative cf

the presidency.

Finally, a subsequent decree (Ho. 1 568/1935 of 2 September) enlarged the

scope of activities of the abovementicned Delegate Commission for Economic

Affairs, tc include Community matters. The decree also fcraees the

participation cf the Foreign Ilinisiter and the Stats Secretary for the EC in

these cases in which the matters to be discussed upon by the delegate
commission are related to Community affairs.

At ministerial lsvsl, and in order to activate the ce ci si en- : -aki ng

mechanism, each ministry will set up an interne! eocrdination committee for EC

matters.

Coordination of international esoneraticn

The second major innovation cf ine recent organic restructvring has been

the creation of a State Secretary fcr International Caspe ratio.
' and Latin

/merics. This new orgun aims at sel'-in^ the serious problem that so f : r : : :istoc

of the lack cf coordination in che management of Cpain : s interna ti anal

cooperation pelici- scattered among various .. .iai_t ; rial departments. This Sta" ;
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Secretary Kill henceforth coordinato Spair. 8
s overHI international coopera Lion

both at the international and regional level, giving o pc ci al e&phacsio te the

relations with Latin feerica. Coordination will be nanaged by three general

directorates : one for cultural relations» one for international technical

cooperation and a third one in charge of int er na fci c-r.al economic relations.

Finally, the State Secretary will also supervise the specific organs dealing
with regional and bilateral cooperation ; the Cooperation Bureau for Equatorial

guinea ( Cficina de cooperaci on con guinea 5c ua tori al) the Latin fe cri car.

Cooperation Institute {Institute co Cooperaci on Ibercancrieana) and the

Spanish-Arab Cultural Institute (Institute Hi spa no- Arabe ce Cultura).

So far, the new organic structure of the Foreign liinistry. with the

abeve-nentioned State Secretaries as main pillars of its future functioning,

clearly reflects Spain' s foreign policy priorities : Europe and Latin America

(and to a lesser extent the Arab world) .

E?C management : a positive balance

Thirdly, but most important in vis ; of Spain' s participation in the EPC

fraraework, is the creation of a General Secretary for Foreign Policy chaired by

the so-called Secretario General Politico (General Political Secretary with the

functions of a political director). It should be remembered that in the

previous adninistrative structure no post of political director cnistec which

raised the probies of Spain' s participation at the political director' s level.

Although during the first EPC nestings the General Director for Europe was the

Spanish official who attended the political director' s nestings, it was soon

clear that this choice would raise a number cf probi ens. In the first place,

the equal status enjoyed by the other regional Directors General would, as a

consequence, render the decision-making and coordination procedures extremely

difficult (note in this respect that in the Spanish administrative hierarchy

the regional departments are chaired by higher ranking officials - General

Directors- than in other European countries) . In the second place the general
Director for Europe only deals with European affairs and thus lacks the

necessary information to cope with the vast range of EPC natters. These

considerations, therefore, advised the nomination cf a higher ranking official,

a General Political Secretary» that enjoys the status of a soma;'hat 'super'

General Director, and whose task is that cf coordinating the regional and

specialised general Directorates directly dependent on hin. Accordine; to the

new distribution, the regional departments are the following : General

Directorates for Europe, Latin feerica, North feerica and Asia, Africa and th e

ididdle-East, Inter national Organic ations and Conferences and general

Directorate for Security natters and Disarmament.

In practice, however, the new g: nerei Political Secretary has in fact

assumed a double role : first, that of General Secretary of the Foreign liinistry

and, secondly) that of Political Director. The great responsibilities inherent

in each of these distinct functions would consequently advice to divide these

roles in the futuro, creating a specific pose cf Political Director whose

exclusive ocnpet-ence would be, as in other :ee :eber states, that of coordinating

the different geographic general directorates and the supervision of EPC

natters.

Subordinato to the penerai Political Secretary (or Political Director) a

specific organ has been created to handle IPG affairs : the Deputy-General

Directorate for European Political Ce operation. The European com espone: . : : ; has,

therefore, the rank of a Deputy-Gene-r-:l Director and is assisted by a staff

composed of two diplomats and è - an neater : of the ac :niri etra tive 'avg wha ara

carefull : selected on the e eie of reliability and _o : e knowledge of languages.
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According to ministry official e, fro:: an organic ational point of via; , ti:

rocsnt experience has proved to be very sa tisfactory. A. fluid coordina tier.

ia ceil anise has been sot up between the European eorrescondant and the different

region?! directors by msar.s of daily nestings. In the course of these meetings
the ministry' s high ranking officials are informed of important dossiers and

major decisions concerning Spain' s parfornar, oe are taken. Those guidelines are,

in a second stage, passed over to the respective general directorates directly

involved in the decisions adapted, that in
.
turn are in charge of drafting the

official position. Finally, the definitive draft is returned to the European

correspondent who is in charge cf eccxution. Consultation vi ih the Political

Director regarding daily matters only talcss place if the issue is considered of

najor importance. Fae sane applies to tharelations with the presidency,

limiting consultation procedures with the President' s staff for issues of

special relevance. This is not so for daily EPC matters ; although the

President' s staff does not perform a leading role in daily EPC affairs,

coordination mechanisms work efficiently, keeping up a constant f1 cw cf

information. On the other hand, this strict collaboration and exchange of

information between the Foreign iiinistry and the presidency is of cruci-:!

importance for the resolution of delicate issues, when the President, ir. fact,

takes over the leading role (e. g. as happened curing the recent crisis with

Libya) and in via-; of the European Council.

From a practical point of view, Spain's participation in EPC has also

produced positive results. In the first place, Spain' s participation in EPC s

23 working groups, by means cf the respective Deputy General Directors cf the

different geographic areas, has been defined by the Spanish

European-correspondant as "natural". In other words, Spain' s inclusion in EPC

has surmounted the initial obstacles of the adaptation process and has entered

a phase of active participation. This can be seen by the number cf "coreus"

sent by Spain in the first semester of 1936, reaching the third position after

great Britain and Luxembourg which was then holding the presidency. Yet, so far

Spain' s participation in EPC has been considered by the Spanish officials as

somewhat "defensive" rather than "offensive". During the initial stage the main

objective of the Spanish official s has beer., and still is, that of trying to

influence those issues that according to Sparisi: vie.-.'s and perceptions require

a more balanced approach (i. e. the Cantra! .American crisis, the Palestinian

question, south Africa and to a lesser extant East/West relations) . Ir. future

stages, however» Spanish offici sis expect to be in a posi tion to contribute in

a mere active way, that is, to te a bla te put foiward proposals and thus

actively contribute to the future shaping of EPC.

Til e initial restructuring carried cut in tha Foreign Affairs Ministry is

simply the first step cf a vast reform cf Spain' s foreign service. Together
with these admi nistra tive reforms that aim at rationalising the Foreign

iiinistry by endowing it with an efficient structure, further changes are "till

to be introduced. Among the top priorities, we can mention the new role to be

assigned to ambassadors whe in the future will assume greater r espcnsabil iti

and will be in charge of the coordination of all services abroad : il : o

improvement cf the communicatiens system among the different embassies enabling

an information flaw on Community resolutions and an agile decision-making

procedure that will allow for quick resnense :: ; and, in the third place, : 1. ;

project tc reform the diplomati : - school, tha . will limit i^s activities noi

only to ucucaticn of the f utun : diplomati t staff
'

: ut will also provide constant

training for personnel abroad.
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EPC nerbar ship has not only triggered the urgent need to carry out major

reforcio within the Foreign 'Ministry's bureaucratic apparatus but has also

stimulated Spain' s decisive will tc actively contribute to the management cf a

ccstinjon European approach tc wcrid affairs.

The challenge cf integratine; into such an ad iioc nechanicr. has been faced

by the Spanish administration with courage. The not so easy task cf carrying

cut a vast bureaucratic rsfora has already been initiated and has so far

produced satisfactory results. The process cf change, however» given the

experience of other member states, seems to be endless. The need tc set up an

adequate infrastructure to deal ui th Community affairs in general, and 2PC in

particular, is still the object cf ministerial rearrangsnsnts in other ncaber

countries ( Italy, for instance, recently attempted a new reform of its Foreign

Ministry in a constant search for improved coordination and de ci si on- naid. ng

capabilities ) . Ycfc, though comparative experience is of great help, domestic

constraints require specific solutions. The Spanish institutional system

provides the renerai frane,fork and it is only in accordance with the latter

that reforms may be introduced. In other words, Spain' s presidential ist

tendency in foreign affairs implies» on the ene hand, a core limited role for

the Foreign I Ministry» and on the other, the setting up of fluid coordination

and inforca tier, mechanisms to allc-v.
" for efficient par ticipation cf Spanish

officials in EPC. Recent experience has shown, however, that as far as EPC is

concerned these raechanisnis seem to be working satisfactorily.

But, if in cone waysthe concent ration of deci si on-coki ng power in the hands

of the President could raise practical problems, in others, this feature is in

perfect accordance with recent international trends. Today, the dynamics of the

international system is gradually shaping ne-? de ci si o r.-Eaking patterns,

conferring greater powers to the heads cf state and government, regardless of

their institutional competences. The extended habit cf coordinating major

foreign pol icy matters by means of the direct participation of the heads of

state and government - the European Council being a good example cf this

tendency - has consequently given way to serious conflicts of competences

within the respective national political spheres. In Italy, for instance, this

issue created considerable tension between the Prime rlinister and the Kinistsr

for Foreign Affaire who, in fact, is responsible for the nation' s foreign

policy. The consolidation of this new habit in the management cf world offairs

would inevitably lead to major institutional reforms in ordir to grant greater

powers to those hsads of government that so far heve hed lini tod com" ; tence e

regarding foreign affairs. It is no : so in the Spanish system, where the

President already assumes the responsibility for ever ell government : :!! action.

In Spain, however, the existing habit of 11
consensus- policy" in foreign

affairs could be slightly modified in the future. The main reason for this is

that the definition of Spain' s major foreign policy exes, in other words its

rolo in world affairs, has already been achieved { i. e. membership in the IC

and IIATC, its 'eciterranean dimension and the special tics with Latin ^nerica) .

This will consequently induce mo.'- - autonomous governmental managtmere of

current foreign affairs issues. Consultation ..: o :h_. . .isms wish

the najen opposi tion forese will remai : : bue tro-bebly ce limited te those

matters of major re I evane e for Stein' s i e ; en ne eie sail stare. Fur eh e r" or e,

Spain' 3 participation in IPC will r.-
: i : :f or te this trend os decise or-". : I : ir. .

_.

procedures at this level require cuioe reeeoroes.
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On ths whole, it :,: ay be said that Spain' s participi tier- in EPC does r.c-t

caca to pose uajor preil ens si ther in relation with procedure. or with

substance. The Spa ni ri: diplomacy has shown i ts willingness firstly in assuming

an active role and secondly in bsir.g ready to chare responsibilities regarding

Europe' s role in world affairs. The effort nade by ìiacrid ir : adopting the

existing accula poll tig ue (i. e. the establishment cf di pier: a tic relations with

Israel was a clear si ~r; of this effort) and its readiness in searching fcr

cor.;*:on stands during the recent crisis can therefore be considered a good

start.
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